
The spatial immersions of colour, saturations in motion 

 

The work of André Mendes ends here a production cycle. His pictorial language transforms 

drawing conception into an expressive medium, going from the continuous rapid gestures 

that the drawing allows, transposing them to the canvas by its brush strokes, to its larger 

dimension - drawing as a project. André absorbed from his periods of study in Barcelona the 

notions that put the drawing (sketch) and design (design) as part of the same primordial 

artistic procedure - to finish the work keeping the conditions of unrealized, with aspects of 

outline and character of his project, suggesting a perpetual movement. 

The space taken from the resin pigments seems to want to immerse everything around 

them, like a painting that flirts with sculptural tri-dimensionality and wants to touch and 

invade everything, without limits of expansion. The saturation is not just saturation of 

colour, it is saturation of chaos - the resin plunges on the canvas and expands with the 

chance of chaos, which the painter tries to control, even knowing that his control resides 

between one end and another of the impact generated by the resin with the surface of the 

fabric. André includes the randomness between the surface of the canvas and the pictorial 

gesture. 

The paintings put the viewer in front of the saturated and apparently malleable material, 

suggesting movement, but an impossible movement - the catalysed resin will no longer 

move. The fields of colour, already vibrating in their paintings that follow the gestural logics 

of drawing, become the very chassis of the works. The artist no longer feels the need to hide 

the canvas, as in previous works with the same process of pigment and resin, but he shows 

its overflow. In continuous expansion, they are immersions in the screen that carry the 

desire to overflow also to the other surfaces of the world around - sculptural and 

architectonic. 
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